ABSTRACT. In Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4 conditions are given under which an infinite-dimensional Whitehead theorem holds in pro-homotopy.
1. Introduction. Whitehead theorems in the shape theory of finite-dimensional spaces have been proved by Moszyriska [26] and by MardeSic [22] , while in [7] we proved a Whitehead theorem in pro-homotopy theory for inverse systems of complexes whose dimensions are bounded. On first sight, the prospects for removing the hypotheses of finite dimension looked bleak, because of the counterexamples in [13] , [11] , [1, p. 35] , [5] and [4] . However, by restricting ourselves just enough to avoid these counterexamples we have been able to prove reasonable theorems. We were led to them by reading the papers of Borsuk [31] and of Kozlowski and Segal [17] . For compact metric spaces (compacta) their theorem reads: a movable compactum whose shape groups are trivial is shape equivalent to a point. Our generalizations of this are Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below. Confining ourselves in this introduction to the compact metric case, our theorem becomes: Theorem 1.1. Let y: X -> Y be a pointed shape morphism between pointed connected compacta, which induces isomorphisms on the (inverse limit) shape groups. If X is movable and Y is an FANR (in the pointed sense) then y is a pointed shape equivalence. This is proved by combining Theorem 4.2, below, with Theorem 5.1 of our paper [7] . Theorem 1.1 has a geometrical consequence of some interest. A map f: X-* Y between compacta is called a CE map (or cell-like map or Vietoris map) if for each y E Y, f~ x(y) is shape equivalent to a point. If X and Y are ANR's then/must be a homotopy equivalence (see [12] , [15] and the references lence (see [28] and [15] ): Anderson (unpublished) was able to remove the requirement that X be finite dimensional. But if one also removes the requirement that Y be finite dimensional, counterexamples exist: Taylor [29] constructed a CE map from a nonmovable compactum onto the Hubert Cube, while Keesling [14] modified this example to get a CE map from the Hubert Cube onto a nonmovable compactum: clearly these cannot be shape equivalences. Kozlowski and Segal have gone further, by constructing [32] a CE map between movable compacta of different shapes. The theorems in this paper imply the following "infinite-dimensional Vietoris theorem" (which is proved by combining Theorem 1.1, above, with Theorem 2.3 of K. Kuperberg's paper [18] ). Theorem 1.2. 7ef /: (X, x) -* (Y, y) be a CE map between pointed connected compacta. If(X, x) is movable and (Y, y) is an FANR (in the pointed sense), then fis a pointed shape equivalence.
Our principal tool is a Whitehead theorem in pro-homotopy, Theorem 3.3. Roughly, it says that a weak equivalence in pro-homotopy from an inverse system {Xa} of finite-dimensional complexes to a finite-dimensional complex y is an equivalence provided {Xa} is movable. The point is that the dimensions of the complexes Xa need not be bounded.
In Remarks 3.4 and 4.4 we indicate how the hypotheses on X and Y of Theorem 1.1 can be replaced by the hypothesis that <p be a "movable morphism."
Note added May 1,1975 . J. Dydak [39] has extended our shape theoretic results. It is not clear whether his methods can be adapted to improve our pro-homotopy results.
2. Notation, terminology and a lemma. We follow the notational conventions set out in § §2 and 3 of [7] . The principal items are Usted below. Shape terminology is introduced in §4.
If C is a category, pro-C denotes a certain category of inverse systems in C indexed by directed sets: for a description of the morphisms and other properties of pro-C see [5] or [22] ; for the original more general version see the Appendix of [1] . Cmaps denotes the category whose objects are the morphisms of C and whose morphisms from an object / to an object g are the commutative square diagrams ,
There is an obvious functor pro-(Cmaps) -♦ (jpto-C)maps and we say that the object {Xa -*♦ Ya} of pro-(Cmaps) "induces" its image {Xa} -2-* {Ya} under this functor: see §3 of [7] .
We suppress bonding morphisms and the indexing directed set, denoting an object of pro-C by {Xa}. {Xa} is movable if for each a there exists ß > a such that for all y > ß the bond pap: Xß -*■ Xa factors as pa0 = pay ° rßy where rßy: Xß -> Xy is a morphism of C. {Xa} is uniformly movable if for each a there exists /3 > a such that the bond paj3 factors as pa/3 = pa° rß where r13: .J-■*■ {Xa} is a morphism of pro-C and pa: {Xa} -* Xa is the projection morphism of pro-C. (C is, of course, embedded as a full subcategory of pro-C.) A directed set is closure finite if each element has only finitely many predecessors.
Categories used include: Groups (groups and homorphisms); T0 (pointed connected topological spaces and pointed continuous functions); HTQ (the homotopy category corresponding to TQ); CW0 (pointed connected CW complexes and pointed continuous functions); H0 (the homotopy category corresponding to CW0); HT0 pairs (pointed pairs of connected spaces and pointed homotopy classes of maps); H0t"aiis (pointed pairs of connected CW complexes and pointed homotopy classes of maps).
We call an object of pro-Groups a pro-group. We always suppress base points of spaces.
The definition of uniform movability becomes simpler in the case of progroups. A pro-group G = {Ga} is (clearly) uniformly movable if and only if for each a there exists ß> a such that the bond pa&: Gß -► Ga factors aspa/J = pa » rß where rß: Gß-* lim C is a homomorphism and pa: lim G -► Ga is projection on the a factor. Lemma 2.1. Let G = {Ga} be a uniformly movable pro-group. Let H be a group, let f: G -*Hbe a morphism of pro-Groups and let p: lim G -* G be the projection morphism. If7-f° P w an isomorphism (of groups) then fis an isomorphism (of pro-groups).
Proof. The required inverse to / is p o /-l.
It is trivial that f°(p°f~l) is the identity of G. To show that (p o /-1) o /is the identity of {Ga} it is enough to show that given a there exists 7 > o: such that pot° f~l ° fß ° Pey = pay. Since G is uniformly movable the above remark implies that there exist ß > a and r&: Gß -*■ lim G such that pa/J =pa° rß. Let / be represented by If /: X -► Y is a morphism of T0, M(J) denotes the reduced mapping cylinder of/, and X is regarded as a subset of M(f) in the usual manner. Thus (M(f), X) is an object of r0pairs. If f= {Xa &+ Ya] is an object of pro-(ro.maps) then M(f) s {(M(fa), Xa)} is a well-defined object of pro-(r0jPairs) and so induces an object of Pro{7/T0 pairs); see §3 of [7] . Lemma 3.1. 7ef / = {Xa -** Ya} be an object of pro<CW0maps) whose domain {Xa} is movable in pro-H0 and whose range {Ya} is such that every Ya is the same (pointed) complex Y, and every bond Yß -*■ Ya is the identity map. Then {(M(fa), Xa)} is movable in pto-(HTQpaiTS).
Proof. Let paß: Xß -* Xa denote the appropriate bond of {Xa}. Given a, there exists ß > a such that for all y > ß there is a pointed map rßy: Xß -* Xy with the property that paß is pointedly homotopic to pay » rßy. By Theorem 2.8.9 of [37] , pay may be replaced by a fibration: to be precise, there exist a pointed fibration p'ay: X'y -> Xa, and an inclusion i: Xy -* Xy as a pointed strong deformation retract, such that p'ay o / = p Since p'ay is a fibration, there is a pointed map s07: Xß -* Xy such that pay » s0y = paß. Letting/' = fa ° Pay we have a commutative diagram in CWQ:
From it, we obtain a commutative diagram in ro pairs: [34] , the horizontal morphisms are isomorphisms in HT0>pairs. Since {M(fa)} is isomorphic to a movable object, it is itself movable. D Proposition 3.2. Let {(Pa, /^)} be a movable object ofpro-(H0 pairs) indexed by a closure finite directed set. Assume that each Pa is a finite-dimensional Simplicia! complex and that P'a is a subcomplex ofPa.-If {nk(Pa, P'a)} is trivial for allk, then the "inclusion" {P^} -* {Pa} is an isomorphism in pro-//0. Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 of [7] . Since Y is a complex, we may represent g by a morphism of pro-CW0 and hence replace it by an object/h {Xy -^ Yy} of pro-(CW0maps) indexed by a closure finite directed set such that: {Xy} is movable, each Xy is finite dimensional, each Y'y is Y, and each bond of {Yy} is the identity map; see §3 of [7] . f#: {nk(X'y)} -* {nk(Yy)} is an isomorphism of pro-groups for each k. By Lemma 3.8 of [7] , {irk(M(fy), Xy)} is trivial, where {M(fy)} is the reduced mapping cylinder object of pro-Cr^o corresponding to/(see §3 of [7] ). Each M(fy) is finite dimensional. By Lemma 3.1, above, {(M(fy), Xy)} is movable in pro-(7/T0jPairs). The rest of the proof is as in [7] , except that Proposition 3.12 of [7] is replaced by the above Proposition 3.2. D Remark 3.4. There is a variation on Theorem 3.3. Following [9] , define H-CWq maps to be the category whose objects are those of CW0maps and whose 357 morphisms are homotopy classes of morphisms of CW0>maps, where two morphisms (ax, a2) and (bx, b2) from/: X -* Y to/': X' -* Y' are defined to be homotopic if there is a morphism (6x, 02) from f x 1: X x I -* Y x I to /': X' -► Y' such that dt is a homotopy between a¡ and b¡, i = 1,2. Call an object {^ -2-* Y'y) of pro-CW0maps H-movable if it induces a movable object of pro-(//-CR>0maps). Call a morphism g: {Xa} -> {J^} of pro-CrV0 movable if gis isomorphic in (pro-/70)maps to the object of (pro-//0)maps induced by such an //-movable {fy}. If each Xa and each Y0 is finite dimensional, if gis movable, and if g induces isomorphisms of homotopy pro-groups, then g induces an isomorphism in pro-//0. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. The hypotheses make it possible to by-pass Lemma 3.1: clearly {(M(fy), Xy)} is movable in pro-i//r0)Pairs).
4. Whitehead theorems in shape. All spaces mentioned will be paracompact Hausdorff, so our shape theory may be understood either in the sense of [21] or [27] , since these two theories agree on such spaces [19] , [25] . For compact Hausdorff spaces these theories agree with that of [23] , and for compact metric spaces they agree with that of [3] (see [24] ).
We refer the reader to [25] or to §3 of [22] for an account of how the shape theory of spaces is fully and faithfully reflected in pro-homotopy theory. In particular, if X and Y are pointed connected spaces, there is a functorial bijection between the (pointed) shape morphisms from Xto Y and the morphisms of pro-//0 from {Xa} to {Yß}, where {Xa} and {Yß} are objects of pro-//0 (unique up to isomorphism) which are "associated" with X and Y respectively. A shape morphism <p: X -*■ Y is a weak shape equivalence if the corresponding /: {Xa} -* {Yß} induces isomorphisms f#: {nk(Xa)} -* {nk(Yß)} in pro-Groups for each k > 1. <p is a very weak shape equivalence if f#: Hm {nk(Xa)} -Km {nk(Yß)} *a~ ß is an isomorphism in Groups for each k > 1. X is movable [resp. uniformly movable] if {Xa} is movable [resp. uniformly movable] in pro-//0. Every object of pro-CPV0 gives rise to an object of pro-//0, but (apart from the case of countably indexed systems) it is unknown whether every object of pro-//0 "comes from" an object of pro-CW0. The Vietoris functor [27] allows one to associate objects "coming from" pro-ClV0 with spaces, but the complexes involved are infinite dimensional. It is for these reasons that we confine ourselves to compact Hausdorff spaces in the theorems which follow. Proof. Assume Y is a CW complex. First assume Y is a finite-dimensional complex. As we shall see, no generality is lost by this.
Let {Xa} be an object of pro-CW0 whose inverse limit is homeomorphic to X. Then {Xa} is associated with X in the sense of [25] . Let g: [Xa] -+ Y be a morphism of pro-//0 associated with <p in the sense of [25] . By Theorem 3.3, g induces an isomorphism in pro-7/*0. Hence, by [25] , y is a shape equivalence.
If Y is not finite dimensional we show that it must be (pointed) homotopy equivalent to a finite-dimensional complex. Since X is compact, g may be represented by a continuous map ga(): XaQ -* Y for some «0, and hence g factors through a finite subcomplex K of Y. So g: {Xa} -► Y factors through K (where we have applied the pointed universal cover functor ). Since g is a weak equivalence in pro-T70, so also is JT Hence g and ¿Tare q-isomorphisms [I, §4] ; therefore, they induce isomorphisms on homology pro-groups and cohomology groups with every possible coefficient bundle (see 4.4 of [1] ). Since K and K are finite dimensional, the homology of Y and the cohomology of Y vanish above the dimension of K. By Theorem E of [30] , Y is homotopy equivalent (hence pointed homotopy equivalent) to a finite-dimensional complex. D Theorem 4.2. Let X be a uniformly movable pointed connected compact Hausdorff space, let Y be pointed shape equivalent to a pointed CW complex, and let <p: X ->Y be a morphism in pointed shape. If y is a very weak shape equivalence, it is a pointed shape equivalence. Furthermore, if X is metrizable it is only necessary to assume that X is movable.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, <p is a weak shape equivalence, so the conclusion follows from Theorem 4.1. For metric compacta the concepts of "movable" and "uniformly movable" coincide, by [38] (see also Theorem 4.7 of [16] and Remark 6.7 of [35] ) so the last statement is justified. Remark 4.4. Following Remark 3.4, one may define the notion of "movable shape morphism": the special case of "movable map" is discussed in [9] . One may then prove that if<p:X-*Y is a movable pointed shape morphism between metric compacta and ifipisa very weak shape equivalence, then <pis a shape equivalence. A remark on p. 4 ) and X shape equivalent to a complex, the resulting "theorems" are false. Counterexamples are given in [5] . However, if one also requires X to be compact metric (or, equivalently, to be an FANR: see [6]) we do not know a counterexample. Added in proof: there is none; see [39] .
